Reputation
Advisor
SPECS
ReputationAdvisor™ gathers your properties’ reviews from across the web into one easy-to-use interface.
Our unique reporting system helps you measure your performance over time, highlighting your
properties’ strengths and weakness. You also get a complete social media content management system
to help you manage your unique voice heard across the web. And all of these tools are part of the
Entrata Platform, interacting seamlessly with your lead management and resident systems.

BENEFITS
INCREASED AWARENESS
ReputationAdvisor pulls all of your online reviews into a
single dashboard so you don’t miss any of the conversations
happening online. Add the ability to track reviews over time,
and you’ve got all the reporting capabilities you need to
easily identify strengths and weaknesses and track trends.

STRATEGIC SUPPORT
Configure ReputationAdvisor to match your existing
engagement strategies by defining positive and negative
reviews based on your criteria, not someone else’s generic
rules. Use the system to make it easy for team members to
respond to and resolve issues within the guidelines that
you set.

BRAND CLARITY
Ensure your brand voice is clear and consistent across social
media platforms. ReputationAdvisor lets you schedule social
media posts in advance for holidays and special events,
or you can schedule regular recurring posts. Permissioned
access helps you manage who should or should not post to
your properties’ accounts.
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NOTIFICATIONS

DAILY UPDATES
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ATTRIBUTE TRACKING
Parse online reviews based on criteria you
determine to help properties identify actionable
issues and trends that may otherwise go
unnoticed.
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Megan Clarey
Tandem Property Mgmt

